


From: Bonnie Walters
To: Trickey, Anne (ART)
Subject: Hi, Anne... Racist Vendor Issue
Date: Monday, June 25, 2018 12:44:40 PM

A vendor, named Natalia, made a racist comment about another vendor then harassed me for
calling her out on it. This morning  Xiu (Shu) was correcting her about her set up (I don't
know what the issue was). When Xiu walked away Natalia called out loudly,  "These
immigrants like to tell us what to do." This is not the first time I've heard anti-immigrant
comments from Natalia and this time it was targeted directly at another vendor so I said,
"That's a racist remark and it's not OK. What Xiu said to you has nothing to do with her
immigration status. She helps manage the market. I like you personally,  but I can't accept that
kind of behavior toward another vendor." After which she paraded past my booth making loud
comments; something about sea glass being a banned item. I have no clue what that means.
Just found the behavior juvenile and retaliatory. 

She moved in a huff to a space further away where has now she set up without bothering to
sign in. I'm not touching that issue. It's not my place, she is very volatile and I don't think Xiu
wants to deal with her again today either. 

Thanks for taking time to consider this. Racism and immigrant harassment have no place out
here. We are a diverse group and Xiu, in particular, makes a great effort to help make things
run smoothly here.

Thanks and All the Best

Bonnie



From: Maria Sky
To: Trickey, Anne (ART)
Subject: Fwd: COMPLAINT: Natalia McGee #9234
Date: Friday, May 18, 2018 12:34:15 PM

>
> Dear Anne,
>       I want to file a complaint against Natalia McGee #9234 for verbal abuse and
> interfering with my business with two different customers on Sunday, May 13.
> I went to the 7am lottery at the Plaza and signed into space #39. I marked my
> space and left. When I returned I saw that the space next to me had been marked,
> but no one was there. I set up and began talking to my customers. Natalia returned
> around 10am and interrupted my business, telling customers: 'This is not fair, you
> stole this space from me!' 'Everything she has on her table she doesn't make!'
> In spite of this loud and obnoxious interruption the customer bought something
> and left. Another customer came and Natalia continued her "rant": 'Everything she
> has on her table is illegal, she is an illegal immigrant and that's why she has so
> many things on her table that are illegal and that's what illegal immigrants do.'
> My customer was shocked at this outburst and two other Artists nearby, Sheila
> Taylor-Hill #4583 and Claire Cade #8401 came over to intervene and tell Natalia
> that she was way out of line talking this way to another Artist. Natalia then got
> mad at Claire. Finally, Natalia moved her display to space #17. As she came after
> the lottery and signed into the space next to me, she should have seen my name
> MARIA, clearly marked into space #39 and NOT chosen #37. Furthermore, I am
> proud to be a citizen of the United States and her crazy, anti-immigrant talk
> has no place in the Street Artists Program which is full of Artists who bring
> their many talents from all over the world!
>       I am making this formal complaint against her so that there will be a record of
> this behavior if it happens again to me or another Artist.
>       Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
>                                      Sincerely, Maria Sky #
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This is to respectfully request that you do not violate the Street Artist Ordinance. 
 
If you wish to respond to this notice, please write to the Program Officer. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Anne Trickey 
Program Officer 
Arts Commission 
 
 
Attachments: 
 Notice to Street Artists 
  
Cc:   Advisory Committee of Street Artists and Crafts Examiners 

Director of Community Investments, Barbara Mumby 
        Director of Cultural Affairs, Tom DeCaigny 
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HAPPENS, YOU WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO SELL UNTIL AFTER A 
DECISION IS MADE, IF SO, TO RENEW YOUR CERTIFICATE. 
 
                                                           
Sincerely, 
 
 
Anne Trickey 
Program Officer 
Arts Commission 
 
 
Attachments: 
 Notice to Street Artists 
  
Cc:   Advisory Committee of Street Artists and Crafts Examiners 

Director of Community Investments, Barbara Mumby 
        Director of Cultural Affairs, Tom DeCaigny 
  



Sheila Taylor-Hill 

- Claire heard it, Sheila was there 

- Worried about distinction between jewelry, having a meltdown, Natalia didn’t sleep  

- Maria had customers 

- Natalia, said she went off on Maria and didn’t plan to do it again, Sheila told this to Maria who 

asked for an apology, Natalia did not want to apologize 

Claire 

- A few booths down, 15 before, Natalia came into Claire’s booth to complain. Claire said she 

wasn’t going to be a part of this. 

- Sheila between Claire and Natalia. Maria comes down to Claire, come here I want you to hear 

this. 

- This is what you immigrants do, you illegal immigrants, you don’t make your own stuff. 

- Why, what do you care, Claire said, “She’s my friend.” 

- Natalia doesn’t have much of a booth. Maria has quite a presence. Maria was not in Natalia’s 

space. Natalia was yelling at the customers, telling them she gets it online or from a catalogue.  

- Natalia signed in after Maria signed in. 

 




